Elite Strategies
Welsh Legend was another fantastic winner for us on Saturday. During the morning, she was
backed in from the $11 AM odds and opened officially at $7.00. She drifted to $8.00 then was
backed late into $7.50 SP.
Thanks to Craig Newitt’s courageous weaving ride, she beat the spruik horse (Coolth) easily. I did
a quick check of those high-profile ‘experts’ and could only find one that mentioned Welsh Legend
– and it was his third pick behind his bet-bet of the day, Coolth!
Welsh Legend was captured by the Mel-Combo, Platinum and Elite-Suite.
I know many members would have taken the double-figure odds early but for those who took BOB
(The Best odds from Top-Flucts or best of the totes) the $8.00 return was very acceptable.
We had a couple of queries last week questioning the $6.80 BOB odds recorded for Easy Single,
another great winner for Mel-Combo and Elite-Suite.
Anyone not getting BOB really must get organised and use bookies that offer that bet type. We do
not promote bookies but vicbet.com.au are very suitable for Elite punters. Rod Cleary is a breath
of fresh air in an industry of greedy parasites.
Just to show that these big winners are returning what we claim, the following bets part of our
investment on Easy Single and Welsh Legend:

Platinum v Elite-Suite
Those in the Platinum camp got the best of it on Saturday. The Elite Suite added $188 to the bank
whilst the Platinum bank increased by $410 ($10k banks).
Here is a day by day look at the raceday profits of each plan since the April algorithm upgrade:

Here is the updated performance of each plan:

The Elite-Suite is comfortably ahead of the Platinum in dollar-profit terms.
It is great to see the Combo bets making so much money. Sydney has been extremely difficult
(Bog tracks, Country meetings) so an overall profit through the above period is a bonus.
Melbourne Combo is killing it with regular big winners.
The Mel/Syd combo bank has grown by more than 28% over the six days that had qualifying
bets.

Lombardo!

Those who had a throw at the stumps in the Goodwood at Morphettville
had a windfall with Top-Rated LOMBARDO leading all the way at $20.

Thanks again for the feedback, it really does inspire us .

Larry and Ric.

